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Six months ago I wrote a couple of posts about Carrie Prejean, pageant contestant
extraordinaire and Perez Hilton. I mentioned at the time that I’m wrong quite a
bit of the time. This is one of those times. Perez, for all of his tactless, flatulent
berating of Prejean, was actually pretty much a trailblazer in being the first to
call her out. Taking several chapters directly from the Omarosa Diva Meltdown
Career Handbook, Ms. Prejean has managed to destroy whatever hopes she
had for a career, including adult film (unless she is at the forefront of silent
porn). I suspect that most people go away humbled after having to settle with a
tabloid site whose editors have just shown a home self-spank movie to your

mother. Nope, she’s got books to move. Prejean tried to walk on Larry King last night, which is a
shame. He likes the young ladies. Carrie is on a mighty power trip and can’t be shamed for some
reason. “It’s not my fault I screwed up my shot at a national pageant title.” “It’s not my fault that I owe
pageant organizers money for my breasts.” “It’s not my fault that I made a sex tape at 17.”  No
Carrie, it’s Keith Olberman’s fault (and Perez Hilton’s and Larry King’s and Merideth Vierra’s and
Donald…oh never mind). Something else I wrote six months ago at the same time I joined the
conversation about the freakishly beautiful woman whom I suspect had saline implanted in her head
by doctors. This really is the embarrassing decade, the age when you don’t need talent or
competence, just good looks and a bunch of dumbass conservative phrases. Good job Car Bear.
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